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The B G News
Bowling Green State University

Friday

October 30, 1981

OPEC agrees to
unified oil prices

GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) - OPEC
fixed a new unified base oil price of
$34 a barrel yesterday and froze it
through the end of next year. Analysts
said the deal would add about V*
cents a gallon to the price Americans
pay for gasoline and home heating
fuel.
But the world oil cartel also fixed a
new price ceiling of $38 in the first
official price cut in the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries' 21year history. The previous ceiling was
Saudi Arabia, whichproduces about
half of OPEC's oil, will cut its output
from about 9.5 million barrels a day,
Sheik Ahmed Zaki Yamani, the country's oil minister, told reporters.
He said Saudi production "will be
less" but did not say how much.

Andrew While, a composer, writer and teacher, is pert of a visiting minority faculty program and will be at the University until Nov. *.

Si Kathleen Koshar
ews staff reporter
Andrew White is a man who has
been consumed by music.
From his adolescense in Nashville, Tenn., to his Washingtonbased marketing corporation,
White has allowed himself to be
controlled by his music.
White was somewhat of a child
prodigy, mastering the soprano
saxophone in the sixth grade and
the alto sax, oboe, tenor sax,
upright bass, English horn, bassoon and piano by the time he
graduated from high school in
Nashville. Three years of high
school also were committed to
playing with the Tennessee State
University Concert Band.

Although he realized early that
he had more than just an interest in
music. White said he did not know
at the time that he was doing
anything special. To him, it was
just "something I liked to do."
"I play now just like I played
then, give or tike a few notes,"
White said. "I was preoccupied
with music to the point of never
making any evaluation. I didn't
realize I had a special gift until I
got to college."
At college, White was a member
of the JFK Quintent which played
for three years at the Bohemian
Caverns club. During breaks, he
would run around the corner to
another club to hear a jazz musician named Coltrane. The influence of Coltrane's music became
an important part of White's life.

FROM HIGH SCHOOL, White
went to Howard University in Wahington, D.C., where his minister
father met his wife. He learned to
master the piano with the same
instructor who taught his father to
play thirty years before.

COLTRANE'S SAX playing was
the most unorthodox, fascinating
and intriguing sound that White
had ever heard, so he decided to
find out what set Coltrane apart
from the rest. Because he uses an
intellectual approach to every-

thing, White said he decided to
study Coltrane. The culmination of
those studies was published last
January in a book.
White also has written more
pieces of music than he can count
in several genres including jazz
and classical. He describes himself
as a repetory player who views
music in historical context, paying
homage to the writer or context of
the composition while playing.
"When I play a Coltrane piece
that was written in 1957, I try to
start out my piece reminiscent of
the way Coltrane played in '57," he
explained.
The music White composes must
be of a functional nature, otherwise
it has no purpose and a good reason
to start writing might be an upcoming concert.
ALTHOUGH he enjoys all kinds
of music, White said jazz offers the
ultimate opportunity for creativity.
"The disposition is so broad that
just about anything you feel like
doing, you can fit into any perspective, he said.

staff photo by Al Fuchs

But White is not an entertainer,
he is an artist. "I am an artist. An
artist displays his wares. An entertainer will be out of business if the
people don't like his music. An
artist won't."
The entertainer's philosophy
means catering to the audience but
White said that is not his objective.
"I see the audience when I come on
stage and when I'm not playing,"
he said, because he keeps his eyes
closed for better concentration.
White only performs two to three
times a year because his time is
dedicated to Andrew's Musical Enterprises, Inc., a marketing corporation he heads that is designed
to produce and distribute White's
music. His main medium for performing is phonograph records,
and the audience for his wares has
been substantial enough to keep the
company in business for ten years.
White is filling another role - one
of teacher, here at the University.
He is participating in the visiting
minority faculty program until
Nov. 6, teaching master and individual classes.

College of Business tightening admittance
Students will be expected to complete this program, which includes
two accounting, economics, and
A new enrollment strategy, recent- statics courses and one course each in
ly implemented in the College of management information systems
Business Administration will affect and business communications, by sprincoming freshmen business students ing of their sophomore year.
Once the program is completed,
beginning in fall of 1982 by imposing
tighter restrictions for admittance in- candidacy for the College of Business
to upper division courses and requir- B.S. degree is achieved.
SHOULD A PRE-BUSINESS stuing freshmen to achieve a 2.25 grade
Eoint average in a series ofpre- dent no obtain a 2.25 GPA of higher by
usiness core courses before being this time, they will have one semester
to retake courses needed to improve
admitted as a business major.
the grade. If improvement is not
Dr. Karl Vogt, dean of the College of shown, the student will not be adBusiness Administration, explained mitted into the college.
After 60 semester hours have been
the new restictions and standards are
an attempt by the college to not only completed, including 24 hours of preimprove the overall quality of the professional core courses with a 2.25
undergraduate program, but also to average, students will receive official
reduce enrollments and assure pro- conformation on their acceptance
fessors that students entering uppers from the college.
Once candidacy has been establishdivision courses are well prepared.
Under this program, entering ed and the student has been officially
declared a business major, he will
freshmen interested in becoming
business majors will be designated as receive first priority, along with uppre-business students instead of per division students, into business
automatically being admitted to the courses.
college.
VOGT SAID the program will only
IN ORDER to be a candiate for a affect incoming freshmen for fall of
Bachelor of Science degree in 1982 and not students enrolled in the
business administration and receive a college already.
major in the upper division level, a
Whether the program is successful
student must maintain a 2.25 GPA in or not will not be determined until
1964 when the new students begin
eight pre-professional core courses.
by Maria Cisterlno
News staff reporter
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entering the upper division courses,
Vogt said.
Part of the reason for new enrollment program stems from the college's need to assure that, in the
future, all students are taking required core courses before trying to
register for upper division classes, he
said.
ONE PROBLEM occurs when some
students wait until their senior year to
take pre-professional courses. Until
now, it was difficult or almost impossible for college administrators to
be watchdogs to see that every student followed the proper business sequences, he said.
"We now have a pre-professional
core that students are supposed to
complete before they enter junior
courses," he said. "Substantial
evidence suggests that students are
not completing core courses by
bypassing these in the registration
system.
"It's difficult to police students who
don't come in with completion of
prerequisite status."
THE COLLEGE is also working to
develop business courses specifically
catering to the needs of the nonbusiness major who needs some
business background or has a particular interest in some business area.
"We're aware of the service responsibility the college has to the rest of

the university," he said. "We're
working with directors of nonbusiness programs to create appropriate interfaces with them."
Quality of students is only one of
Vogt's key concerns at this tune.
■'We really are concerned with
quality in the College of Business. We
have first rate students, but there are
some students that are on the margin
that will have difficulty meeting upper division standards.
"WE WANT TO MAKE SURE seats
in the classrooms are occupied by
students who have met appropriate
competencies and commitments."
Vogt described the new enrollment
program as a two-tier system.
"If you measure up to the first tier,
you can get into second," he said.
But if you fall short of the second
tier, you'll be inelligble for a B.S. in
the College of Business
Adminstration.

THE DEAL ESTABLISHES a unified price structure for OPEC for the
first time in more than two years, and
under the terms the Saudis will raise
their price, now $32 a barrel, while
other cartel members lower theirs.
The new prices are to take effect
Sunday.
America consumes about 16 million
barrels of oil daily. Some 4.5 million
barrels are imported, and of this,
Saudi Arabia supplies 800,000, latest
figures show.
Kuwaiti oil minister Ali Khalifa Al-

OPEC PRESIDENT SUBROTO,
who is also oil minister of Indonesia,
said, "We negotiated over the quicksand," a reference to OPEC's previous divisive meetings.
Under the new arrangement, Saudi
Arabia will raise its price by $2 a
barrel to $34, the new unified base
price. Several other members will
lower their prices generally by $1 or
$2 per 42-gaUon barrel.
In particular, Libya and Algeria
will lower their official prices from
$40 a barrel to the new OPEC ceiling
of $38, including a $4 premium for
quality. This marked the first time
that OPEC has officially lowered a
price since its inception in 1960.
Under an OPEC accord reached
last December in Indonesia, Saudi
Arabia had charged a base price of
$32 and most other members used a
base of $36. The maximum charge
was $41.
OPEC failed both in May and August to restore pricing unity.

Student government
changes with history
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter

new constitution during Student Body
Week, will "give students the opportunity collectively to speak their mind."
"Clearly, a large turnout could be a
Student government has taken turnout of students speaking out on
many forms in the University's his- the issue," he said.
tory, and some persons who have seen
these changes take place have formed
FACULTY SENATE voted to opvarious opinions about student rights. pose a clause in the new constitution
that gives students "full voting priv"Where many student governments ileges on decision-making and policyhave floundered (elsewhere), we making bodies in academic units and
have done really well," Richard Len- colleges and University committees
hart, vice provost for student activ- that directly affect the welfare of the
ities, said. "At least there still is a undergraduate student body," and
respect for each other" among stu- Ragusa said he believes the issue
dents, faculty and administators.
could be easily negotiated.
Lenhart said past student govern"What we're getting down to is a
ment bodies have been based upon handful of specific committees," he
representatives.
said.
He said he believes representatives
Ragusa said student voting on the
have not communicated the concerns constitution in response to the deciof their constituencies.
sion by Faculty Senate would "validate the position of the steering
THE ADMINISTRATION has al- committee that there is some disconways been supportive of student gov- tent."
ernment and the role it plays, he said.
He added that it is unfortunate to
"We are one of the really unique fmt "so much pressure on one elecuniversities in the whole country that
ion."

"We are one of the really unique
universities in the whole country
that calls for student representation
on every University committee."
-Richard Lenhart
calls for student representation on
every university committee," he said.
Lenhart said SGA has helped to
develop the evaluation system and to
establish appeals boards within each
academic area. He said it also has
been helpful in developing the peer
counseling at registration and advisory committees for grievances.
"And I think it's so taken for
granted that I think we're not aware
overall of what an important contribution it is," he said.

HE SAD) there has always been a
close working relationship and strong
committee structure between faculty
members and students. He used the
The quality of students who entered Presidential Search Committee as an
the college this fall was substantial, example.
Vogt believes. His concern is for
"It's interesting to note there have
students well into the program.
been major issues that have been
"The caliber of students admitted developed that we simply have taken
to the college fall quarter is pretty for granted that were solved through
solid," he said. "My concern is more mutual agreement," Lenhart said.
for students entering the university
Donald Ragusa, dean of students,
during other registration periods who helped draw up a charter in the
(before 1982) who fall short of the early 1970s in response to student
standards."
discontent, said the election of the
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Sabah, referring to the price freeze,
said, "For all of us, the consumers
and the producers, it gives us a stable
price for at least the next 13-14
months."
The freeze, if maintained through
1982, would amount to a relative price
cut because worldwide inflation is
forecast to continue.

ALLEN BALDWIN, a Bowling
Green attorney and former officer in
student government at the University, said the fact that students are
only here for four years is a problem
in student government.
"There's no sustenance over time,"
he said. "It's hard to develop long
term student power - student influence."
But he said he does not regret being
involved in student government "because of the fact that I think it's an
excellent laboratory for developing
skills that will benefit you the rest of
your life."
Baldwin said student rights can be
carried to extremes, and he used as
an example student evaluations. He
said it is not fair to base an instructor's contributions to the university
only on his teaching.
HE ALSO discussed student evaluations controlling faculty salaries.
"I think if it does have an impact it
should be limited," he said.

Mason makes
return
page 9

continued on page 7
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Opinion
City must satisfy its customers
With election day less than a week
away, it is of little wonder that
political activity is increasing
throughout the city of Bowling Green.
There are six Bowling Green City
Council seats up for election this year,
with a number of council members
running a race of political survival.
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At a recent "Candidates Rally"
held at Bowling Green City Park,
Third Ward city council candidate
Lloyd Shelton stressed the importance of running a city government
like a business, a view that was
shared by other city council candidates. One needs only to reflect for a
moment to realize the importance of
this philosophy, with the difficult
economic times the city is encountering and few economists forecasting a
change. Every city tax dollar and
revenue-generating activity needs to
be monitored ana used in the best
possible manner. With the current
Reagan administration cutting
federal assistance to cities, it is
becoming very obvious that the city of
Bowling Green is going to be more
responsible in supplying the money
needed to provide services to its
residents who are in many ways the
city's business customers.
Services from past city council

that I have received from the
community.
However, if a city is going to be run
like a business, it is very important
that they answer to the concerns of all
by Roger Weaver
customers. We as students need to
State and Community
realize the importance of our
Affairs Coordinator
Bresence and continue active parcipation with the election process
membership have been very good that takes place in Bowling Green. If
concerning students on most issues. the city is to be run like a business, as
For the most Dart, city council many city council candidates have
members have oeen open-minded mentioned, then it is very important
when discussing problems between ci- tht council members who are elected
ty residents and University students. take the time to recognize problems
Many current city council members that students have and to deal with
have made diligent efforts to work them as effectively as possible.
with students when problems have Customer service is very important
developed in a fair and unbiased way, within any business structure, and if a
taking into account the special pro- city government with an annual
blems that confront students when generating budget of 23 million
they make Bowling Green their dollars is going to be run like a
"home away from home."
business, it needs to represent and
serve all its customers. We, the
Through hard work and determina- students of Bowling Green, are truly a
tion, city administrators and past vital customer to this city and deserve
council members have developed a the services and respect that is given
very positive image that radiates not all residents of Bowling Green.
I urge all University students who
only across the state but also across
the country. It is this positive image are able to vote in Bowling Green to
that also adds more value to our col- take time November 3 to support this
lege degree upon graduation. I am fine community and to elect the city
very proud to be a resident of Bowling council candidates that truly have the
Green and very aware of the benefits interest of the students in mind.

Student full-vote probe continues
With mid-term examinations now
just a painful, fading memory, I once
again nave time to address the issue
at hand of the passage of the resolution opposing student full-vote
membership on certain decisionmaking committees, a resolution
which was passed earlier this month
by the Faculty Senate.

favorably by the students. Since most
student full-vote membership on
decision-making committees at the
College level has not been deemed appropriate by the Faculty Senate, and
since every course of instruction reby Clint Garber
quires an instructor, student
membership
on faculty tenure comUniversity Student
mittees may be the students' last hope
to have a say in that aspect of their
quisite. Thus, Dr. Ward was telling us education. Thus, if the faculty and the
something we already knew and took Faculty Senate feels uneasy about
for granted; that is not the issue.
student membership on tenure committees, they should deem it apWhat is the issue, however, is stu- propriate that we, the students, reside
dent full-vote membership on and have suffrage on College-level
decision-making committees.
decision-making committees at the
College level. It is at that level that
So, Or. Ward, that is the logic for
student full-vote membership is still which you called. Quite frankly, I
something about which to dream.
don't expect you to agree with it, but
let's at least get it back on the table
for debate and try to reach a workable
The Academic Charter provides for understanding and agreement.
student membership on college counThe second editorial, which apcils and committees "whenever apBropriate." It should be noted here, Eared in The BG News since my Ocber 16 column, was written by Steve
lat the appropriateness of such
membership is determined by none Piehler, and I see no point in responother than the Faculty Senate, and in- ding to an editorial of that nature now
deed, the Faculty Senate, by passage or at any time in the future.
of this resolution, has determined
Finally, let me reiterate my sensuch student membership is
timents that I, as one student, believe
inappropriate.
the student body has lost a great deal
by the Faculty Senate passage of the
As an example of the importance of resolution opposing student full-vote
student full-vote membership on col- membership on decision making comlege level and faculty tenure commit- mittees, and until that resolution is
tees, one reliable source has quoted to altered or reversed, those sentiments
me the situation of the introduction of will remain as much a part of me as
a new course requirement at the Col- the hand that holds the pen that writes
lege level, which would be viewed un- this page.

Focus

Since my last editorial of October
16, two guest columns have appeared
in The BG News as counters to my
editorial and views.
The first editorial was written by
Richard Ward, Chairman of the
Faculty Senate, and it was published
in The BG News on October 20. This
was Richard Ward's second editorial
to date about the issue of student fullvote membership on decision-making
committees, and it put forth a formidable argument.
At this time, I would like to thank
Richard Ward for his latest editorial,
because it has spurred me on to further and deeper investigation of this
issue. It is with that investigation in
mind, that I take up my pen.
The October 20 editorial listed quite
accurately twenty-five University
committees which currently have
full-vote student representatives as
members. However, the Ward
editorial failed to point out that those
committees are University-wide
governance bodies, and student fullvote membership on those committees is certainly an unwritten prere-
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If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of interest to the campus or community, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triple
spaced and signed. Please include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200
words and columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in Dad taste,
malicious or libelous. All are
subject to condensation.
Address your comments to:
Editor of the BG News. 106
University Hall.

Trapper doesn't condone animal torture
The opinions that appear on this
page make interesting reading. Some
are found to be accurate and some are
not, depending on the reader's viewpoint. Concerning the opinion column
that appeared in the Wednesday edition of The BG News (Fur coats:
beauty or torture?), it is my opinion
that Mr. Gorney needs to be set
straight on a few points about trapping, and the reading public should be
made aware of both sides of the issue.
Yes, I agree with Mr. Gorney that
trapping of furbearing animals does
cause pain to the animals in question.
However, as an experienced trapper
(15 years) I might suggest to Mr.
Gorney that he do a little more
research before presenting an emotional argument against the people
"who make torture a business, and
call it a service."
Trapping is a sport, but it does not
focus on the amount of cruelty and
pain a trapper can inflict on furbearing animals, which in Ohio includes
the muskrat, raccoon, mink, fox and
beaver, in some areas. The sport involved with trapping is make your set
so that it will kill the animal as mercifully and quickly as possible.
As a user of both the "barbaric
leghold traps" and the instant-kill
Connibear trap. I know the advantages and disadvantages of both. In
Ohio, the leghold trap is used primarily to trap muskrats. mink ana beaver.
The trap is set in the water, with the
design of catching the animal by the
foot and drowning it. Sure is causes
pain to the animal until it tires and
drowns. I do not condone undue torture to animals by any means, but inflicting pain is something that must
be accepted, not only by those who
trap, but by those who relish in wearing their fur coats.
The vast majority of furbearing
animals trapped by the leghold trap

Focus
by Robert W. Bortel
Graduate Assistant, Journalism

are killed within several minutes of
capture, not left alive to struggle and
maim themselves as Mr. Gorney
suggests.
Occasionally, animals are found
alive the following morning. No trapKr revels in the idea the animal must
ve suffered during the night. What
he does do is kill the animal as mercifully as possible.
The idea of "alternative traps"
needs a little clarification. Besides
the leghold, the instant-kill Connibear
is the only other major option
available. If it were only a matter of
choice, most trappers probably would
switch to the instant-kill for the sake
of humanitarian reasons.
But it is not the matter of a simple
choice. The water depth, construction
of animal hutches and other stream
characteristics dictate which trap can
be used. Connibears are much more
dangerous, not only to the trapper but
to animals which may accidentally
stray into them. Instant-kill traps act
in such a way that the animal's neck
or spine is crushed in a clamping action. Whereas it may be more humane to the furbearing animals
sought by the trapper, it eliminates
the option of having a pet's life, or
other animals's life, that may be
caught in the trap.
Mr. Gorney says "the animal may
remain in the trap for days on end,
sometimes weeks..." That is so much
schitch. Prudent, experienced trappers check their traps daily, as early

as possible in the morning. That is
done for several reasons, including:
eliminate the suffering as quickly as
possible to any animal which may be
alive in the trap; to keep trapline runners from stealing pelts; and to prevent damage to the pelts. Only a rank
amateur trapper or a rank amateur
critic would make the allegation trappers set traps and leave them for
several days unattended.
I do not make trapping a business of
torture and call it a service. Trapping
is a sport, a very tough sport, considering the fact a trapper works in
sub-freezing water most of the
season.
Yes, there is undeniably pain and
suffering inflicted to animals in trapping. But I don't savor the idea. Instead
of criticizing a small minority of people who trap, why not focus the majority of condemnation on the system
that allows it to exist. If there was not
a market for furs, trappers would not
be able to trap. There Mr. Gorney has
a good point.
One additional point on being a
small minority. If using the leghold
trap is such an outlandish practice,
why was it that two or three years ago
the voters of Ohio defeated by a landslide and initiative to outlaw the
leghold trap in this state?
One of the advantages possessed by
the leghold is that it is versatile in
controlling animal populations which
carry pestilence, including rabies and
other dangerous fever-type diseases.
Furbearing animals can carry it. I
know because I've caught rabid
muskrats. Trapping helps control
rabies and other diseases by controlling local animal populations.
Whereas the emotionality of arguing
to-trap or not-to-trap could go on
forever, that is a distinct advantage of
the occupation.

LettersStudent commends
Arpad's comments
I agree wholeheartedly with Susan
Arpad's comments in The BG News
article "Director claims campus
climate hostile to women." I admire
Arpad, who is a state employee, for
being so candid about campus life in
view of the current anti-women wave
in government.
As a student, I, too, am concerned
about violence against women on
campus. It is difficult to avoid evening classes if you are a freshman or
sophomore. The rumors and confirmed reports of rapes here make my
evenings on campus anything but
comfortable.
The "meat market" atmosphere of
campus dating is obvious, even if
you're not dating. Walking through
the Nest, anytime night or day, could
make many women feel like meat."
But even if I avoid night classes and
stay out of the Union, which I
shouldn't have to do, I still have to
deal with the faculty. The lack of adequate role models in the classroom
and as advisors is depressing. I'm in
the middle of my sophomore »ear and
I've only had two women instructors,
other than P.E. instructors, and I had
to change my whole schedule around
to get them.

at the University, because the women
here need her.
Beth Apple Sonnenberg
16724 Sand Ridge

University setting
stultifies women
Dr. Susan Arpad's report to the
Human Relations Commission as
detailed in the October 27, 1961 BG
News is long overdue. The general atmosphere on the campus is stultifying
to women; in many contexts they are
humiliated and degraded.
What would a new salary study
show about the present pay structure
of women faculty members relative to
their male counterparts? Perhaps
this would be an important issue for
the Commission to address, together
with others Dr. Arpad has raised.
Janfe L. Pallleter
Proleeeor, Romance Language*

Women unaware of
campus inequality

I fear many women students are
unaware of the inequality the University atmosphere offers. I, for one, am
glad that Susan Arpad pointed it out.
I am referring to an article in the
Tuesday, October 27 issue of The BG
News, in which she expressed her
anger about "the university environment not being a comfortable place
Again, I commend Arpad for her for women."
comments, and hope that her
We should expect, not merely hope,
remarks do not jeopardize her career that the HRC members act upon Ms.

Arpad's suggestion to develop a committee to investigate women s issues
here at the University.
The whole University environment,
not just the Women's Studies Department, should serve as a medium to
women's total education.
Tammy A. Schurr
218 Mooney Hall

Student rec center
KO's boxing room
I am writing this letter concerning
the reasoning behind closing down the
boxing room in the Student Recreation Center. Right now I believe the
only thing it is being used for is a
storage area. With a building this
size, I'm sure there are plenty of
areas to store things, such as the golf
room, which I believe is presently
closed down.
At the end of last year, there were
approximately 10-15 people using the
room regularly. There was also talk
of starting a boxing club, which would
have brought in more people. With
closing the room, this idea died out.
I really do not see any reason for
closing this room. I do not believe it
was costing the rec center any money,
and we were not interfering with any
of the other activities. If for some
reason they could not reopen the
room, I would think they could at least
find a place to hang the heavy bag.
Boxing provided an excellent form
of exercise for me and others and I
have missed it this year.
John Laak*
20S Bromf ield
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Electronic games increase

BGLog
The first annual FALL FESTIVAL, sponsored by the Friends of
the Wood County Public Library,
will be held from 1 to 4 p.m. tomorrow at the library.

The TIME-FLEXIBLE DEGREE PROGRAM will not be offered during the 1981-82 academic
year since area examinations used
In the past are being discontinued
by Educational Testing Service.
Call the Center for Education Options for further information.
All students with NATIONAL
DEFENSE-DIRECT STUDENT
LOANS, NURSING STUDENT
LOANS, or STUDENT DEVELOPMENT LOANS who are graduating or leaving the University
after fall quarter 1981, should contact the Student Loan Collection
Office to make an appointment for
an exit interview.

FRESHMAN FOLLIES, sponsored by the University Theatre,
will be held at 8 p.m. tonight and
tomorrow night at the Joe E.
Brown Theatre in University Hall.
This year's Follies is the musical
revue "This Friends's For Good."
A PARENT-FACULTY BREAKFAST, sponsored by the College of
Business Administration through
Delta Sigma Pi, will be held from 9
to 11 a.m. tomorrow in the second
floor lounge of the Business Administration Building. The breakfast
Srovides an opportunity for stuents and their parents to become
acquainted with the business faculty. Donuts and coffee will be
provided.

CHARLIE KING, folksinger, will
be discussing 'Folk Music as a
Political Tool!' in the Faculty
Lounge in the Union from 2 to 4
6m., Monday, Nov. 2. King is
ling sponsored by The American
Friends Service Committee and
the Social Justice Committee.
There also will be a concert from
7:30 to 10:30 in the Cardinal Room
of the Union.

The STUDENT RECREATION
CENTER will honor Parents' Day
Saturday and Sunday by admitting
parents for 50 cents.

NewsbriefsIFC helps watch trick-or-treaters
The INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL will have fraternity members
watching city street corners Halloween in cooperation with the city
police, according to IFC Vice-Presldent Bob King.
"The police select problem areas
for us to watch," King said. "We'll
be watching out for suspicious ac-

tivities and helping the kids cross
the street."
From 6 to 8 p.m. Saturday, city
hours for trick-or-treaters, about 30
fraternity members will participate.
The corner watch has been held
for at least two years previous,
according to King.

Alien beings invade University
by Bob Welch
Naws reporter

"It's a great program for our
budget which has been cut almost
The University has been invad- in half since last year," Nancy
ed by numerous aliens whose mis- Monachina, Chapman hall direcsion is to lure students into the tor, said.
claws of electronic computer
ASSOCIATED AMUSEMENTS,
games.
These games have been grow- a Toledo based firm, is responsiing in popularity throughout the ble for maintaining the machines
country and Bowling Green is no as well as repairing, rotating and
exception. In 1978, there were 11 emptying them. If a machine
games at the University and to- breaks down, a repairman is callday there are 54. There are 13 in ed and is on campus within the
the Union, 9 in the Student hour.
James Corbitt, director of
Recreation Center, and the rest
are distributed throughout cam- University Food Operations, is
responsible for regulating the
pus dorms.
For the buildings that house the games on campus. He said that
games an extra income is "the real loss is from damaging
established. The Univeristy the equipment. This is a loss to
receives 50 percent of all money both (Associated Amusements
that is put in the machines. Cheryl and students) because it creates a
Tyson of Internal Auditing ex- down period."
The games are located in open
plained that when the money is
emptied from the machines it is areas where they can be watched
recorded carefully so each hall by offices or other personel. Larry
knows how much it has collected. McDonald, Bromfield hall direcAt the end of the month the tor, said he believes the games
University receives a check from are a "way for students to relieve
Associated Amusements - the some of the tensions from
firm that owns the games and that academic studies. This will help
monev is divided among the halls. to control some of the vandalism
"WHATEVER THEY (the in the hall and the location will
halls) bring in. they get half of it." keep people from destroying the
Tyson said, adding "It's a great machines."
The students have varying opiracket."
The money collected from the nions concerning the machines.
machines is used to purchase
"IF THERE'S one thing a colequipment and improve facilities lege kid doesn't need, it's another
in those buildings.
way to throw away money." Jeff
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If these were your little sisters,you'd
want them to have the best education
possible.

Please vote YES for
the Bowling Green
School Levy

An Entertainment Utility

WIOT & THE DIXIE PRESENT:
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ALL0WBBN
Satunday, October*. 31
It's that time of the year again;
when all the uoitches, coaRJocks,
ghosts & gobbiias come out of
hiding and celebrate their night
out at the Dixie.
And what a crazy night that will
be! We will be looking for the best
rock star look-alike. WIOT will be
on hand to help with the festivities
so be sure to come out in your
ghoulish best to help us celebrate
this party in style.
Don't forget the TfUut TtUeOufk
2—1 which starts at the

Witching houul

Mrs. Lynne Mazur, treasurer, citizens in support of our schools.
942 Fairview, Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
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"I play it like a sport, it's me
against the machine, John Chernie, junior health care administration major said. "I don't
think of it as spending money"
So, for the most part, the alien's
have accomplished their mission.

FINDIAY'S NEWEST TOP 40 ROCK CLUB!
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
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\
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something," Jim
Huffman
freshman computer science major, said.

SIMON'S...

SOVIET EMIGRE ORCHESTRA

'S your

Mauch, a sophomore English major, said.
"It is addicting - you just keep
putting quarters in and they (the
machines) will just keep on taking
them," sophmore theater major
Debbie Walters said. "If I had a
quarter for every game I've
played, I could have a new shirt."
"I don't drink, or smoke, or
gamble so I have to have

%
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BUSCH. The official beer of The Charlie Daniels Band
C Mwaar-euKhlnc Stlou»Mo
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County's biggest election will
determine council seats, issues

by Lou WOiii
Terry Edwards and John Hartman
lg,u
News reporter
the Second Ward, chairs the Streets are unopposed as candidates for
Bowling Green voters will choose on and Alleys Committee and is a mem- member of Board Education in BowlNov. 3 representatives for council ber of the Finance, Public Utilities, ing Green City School District.
seats, and determine the fate of state Industrial Development and Bicycle
issues and tax levies in the election.
Safety committees.
BOWLING GREEN VOTERS will
Charles Barrell (D) seeks re-elecvote yes or no on an .8 mill levy for
tion for councilman-at-large.
CARY BREWER is running against Penta County Joint Vocational School
Also an incumbent for councilman- Ng for councilman for the Second District, as well as a 4.3 mill levy for
at-large, Joyce Kepke (D) chairs the Ward. Brewer (R) is University Reg- their own city school district.
council's Finance Committee.
istrar and is a member of the UniverIn addition, a .1 mill tax levy for
sity long-range planning committee.
Wood County parks is up for adoption
JOHN QUINN is the Republican
In Ward 3, Bruce Bellard, incum- or rejection. The money would be
challenger for councilman-at-large. bent Democrat, and Uoyd Shelton used for buying more playground and
Quinn is chairman of the Bowling (R) are running. Bellard has been maintenance equipment and if possiGreen Housing Commission and tea- President of City Council since 1974. ble, to buy more land for recreation
ches social studies at Bowling Green Shelton was a Ward 3 councilman and the parks.
High School.
from 1968 to 1972.
Meanwhile, Wood County's Board
Joseph Corral (D) and Geraldine
In Ward 4, Patricia McGinnis seeks of Elections prepares for the county's
Jensen (R) are running for a 1st Ward re-election against Charles "Jim" biggest election, which includes 40
council seat.
Bayer (R). McGinnis chaired the issues and more than 300 candidates.
Corral, the incumbent, is Chairman Public Lands and Buildings CommitStudents living on campus can vote
of the Traffic Committee, and mem- tee. Bayer works for Marathon Spe- at the Northeast Commons.
ber of the Utilities and Finance Com- cial Products and is a member of the
The polls will be open 6:30 a.m. until
mittees. Jensen is a homemaker.
Zoning Board of Appeals.
7:30 p.m., Nov. 3.

Parents' Day busy for participants

staff photo by D««n Kooptltr

Mighty
Mite

There was an invasion of mites yesterday at the Ice Arena-hockey mites, that is. Falcon
defenseman Doug Warren, a sophomore business administration major, stands next to a
mite hockey youngster during drills. Two mite teams, the Red Raiders and the Blue
Bombers, received personal attention from coach Jerry York and his team during the
Falcon mite hockey clinic.

reception afterwards.
A BRUNCH from 10 to 11.30 a.m.
and a luncheon from 10:30 a.m. to 2
6m. for parents and students will
: held in the main dining hall of
Harshman Quadrangle. No advanced reservations are needed
and food will be served ala carte.
Highlighting the luncheon will be
an opportunity for parents to visit
with members of the University's
faculty and staff, Weiss said.
Activities continue on Parent's
Day when the Falcons meet the

A full day of activities is planned
for students and their parents on
Saturday, by the Alumni Association for Parents' Day, Larry Weiss,
director of Alumni Activities, said.
Parents of students in the College
of Business Administration are invited to meet with faculty members in the college from 9-11 a. m.
in the second floor lounge of the
Business Administration Building,
Weiss said.
Delta Sigma Pi, professional
business fraternity, is sponsoring a

Flashes of Kent State at 1:30 p.m.
Concluding Parents Day activities will be a performance by
Victor Borge at 8 p.m. in Anderson
Arena. Called the''Clown Prince of
Musical Comedy," Borge will follow opening acts by two University
student musical groups, the
Rapscallions and the Collegiates.
Tickets are priced at $7.50 and $4
and are on sale until 5 p.m. today at
the Mileti Alumni Center. Any remaining tickets will go on sale at 7
p.m. Saturday at Anderson Arena.
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Outdoor pQ
^0* At No Obligation ^
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And
No Setting Fee *
4 to 5 Poses
"«V
Thurs., Oct. 29 & Fri., Oct. 30.

From 3:30 to 5:30

«%B*
R.A.'S and Hall Directors

Call Buckeye Candid
Photograph
Mike Fruland at 354 1919

"

[On The Green In Front Of Prout Chapel
No Appointment Necessary
You Will Receive Two Sets Of
Proofs, One For You And One Mailed
To Your Parents.
If You Like, Bring A Friend!

Bruce Heflin, Photographer
SEXUAL HARASSMENT POLICY
FOR
BOWLING OREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
Policy Statement
It Is the policy of Bowling Green State University that sexual harassment will not, be condoned. This oolley applies equally to fatuity, contract and
classified staff, and students end Is in keeping with the spirit and intent of guidelines on discrimination because of sex.
Policy Guidelines and Procedures
I Definition
Unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexuel favors, and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexuel hareasment
when:
A. submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an Individual's employment or academic pursuits,
B. submission to or rejection of such conduct by an Individual is used as the basis tor employment or academic decisions affecting such
individual, or
C. such conduct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an Individual's employment or academic performance or creating an
Intimidating, hostile or offensive working or educational environment.
II. Regulations
A. It Is a violation of University policy for any member of the faculty, contract and classified staff, or student body to engage in sexual
harassment, as defined In Section I.
B. It Is a violation of University policy to retaliate agalnat anyone bringing forth an honestly perceived complaint of sexual haraasment.
III. Responsibilities
A. On a university-wide basis, the Office of Equal Opportunity Compliance is reponsible for the coordination and implementalion of Bowling Green
State University's sexual harassment policy. This office will serve as the resource with regard to all matters of this nature.
B. Each dean, director, department chair, and administrative head of an operational unit Is responsible for the dissemination and implementation
of this policy within his or her area of responsibility. Persons at this level sre also responsible for referring reported Incidents of sexual
harassment to the Office of Equal Opportunity Compliance.
C. It Is expected that each faculty member, contract staff member, and classified staff member will ensure adherence to thia policy within his or
her area of responsibility Such efforts are largely a matter of faith.
O. It la the responsibility of all members of the University community to discourage sexual harassment, report such Incidents, snd cooperate In
any Investigation which might reault.
IV. Grievance Procedures
The procedures outlined below ere designed lo provide sufficient flexibility in which to deal with the wide range of incidents which fell under the
term "sexual harassment." They sre Intended to be responsible for the particular situation at hand and will be as formel or informal as the
allegations under review Indicate.
A. Procedure for the Complainant
1. Any individual who believes that he or ahe has been sexually harassed should contact the Office of Equal Opportunity Compliance. Staff in
this office will Initially discuss the matter with the complainant to ascertain, as fully as possible, the validity of the charges and the scope
of the problem. At this time, It will be determined if there Is a basis for Investigation.
2. Initial discussions with staff in the Office of Equal Opportunity Compliance would not meke reference to the name of any accused person
unless the complainant Is ready to file a formal complaint and proceed with an InvestIgstIon.
3. Before the Office can begin its investigation, the allegations must be submitted, in writing, to the Director of Equal Opportunity Compliance
Until this occurs, the matter will not be discussed with anyone other than the complainant.
4. An Investigation will be conducted by a staff person In the Office of Equsl Opportunity Compliance only if the complainant has filed formal, written complaint.
5. The role of the Office of Equal Opportunity Compliance in the processing of the complaint will include, but is not limited to. the following:
a consultation with the complainant,
b. discussion with appropriate persons suggested by the complainant who may have knowledge of the situation and can be of assistance
In establishing the facts of the complaint,
c. preparing a complete Investigative report of the complaint. This report will Include recommendations for resolution. It will be submitted,
in writing, to the Provost for appropriate administrative action. A copy will also be sent to the complainant and the respondent.
6. If the complainant la not satisfied with the action taken by the Provost, he or she may appeal, In writing, to the President of the University.
The appeal must be filed within seven (7) calendar days of notification of the Provost's decision. The President will review the appeal and
respond. In writing, to all parties - respondent, complainant, Director of Equal Opportunity Compliance, and the Provost - concerning his or
her disposition ol the appeal. This must be done within ten (10) calendar days after receiving the appeal.

163 S.MAIN ST.-352-2595
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2 for I After9:00p.m.
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MAGIC 6:00-10:00
Men's Nile

THURS. Super lolls
2 for I Super Special
JELL1 BEANS
LADIES Drinks-Everything
Ladies Nile
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9:00-12:00
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of style
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Save $20 or more on SILADIUM
College Rings ...now only $79.95
SILADIUM rings produce the
brilliant lustre of a fine jeweler's
stainless.
Men's and women's Siladium
rings are on sale this week
only through your
ArtCarved representative.
A visit to the ArtCarved

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the full
collection of rings for the fall.
But hurry on over... this sale
runs for a limited
time only.
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B. Procedure tor the Respondent
1. Investigations regarding alleged instance of sexual harassment will be conducted by staff in the Office of Equal Opportunity Compliance
only If a formal, written complaint has been filed with the Director of Equsl Opportunity Compliance.
2. The role of the Office of Equal Opportunity Compliance in the processing of the complaint will Include, but la not limited to, the following:
a. consultation with the respondent,
b. discussion with appropriate persons suggested by the respondent who may have knowledge of the situation and can be of assistance In
establishing the facte of the complaint,
c. preparing a complete Investlgetive report of the complaint This report will include recommendations for resolution. It will be submitted.
In writing, to the Provost for appropriate administrative action. A copy will also be sent to the complainant and the respondent.
3 It the respondent is not satisfied with the action taken by the Provost, he or ahe may appeal, in writing, to the President of the University.
The appeal must be filed within seven (7) calendar days of the notification of the Provost's decision. The President will review the appeal and
respond. In writing, to all parties - respondent, complainant, Director of Equ»l Opportunity Compliance, and the Provost - concerning his or
her disposition of the appeal. Thla muat be done within ten (10) calendar days after the appeal.

C. Prlnclplee
In investigating complaints of sexual harassment, the following principles will be edhered to:
1. Each complaint will be handled on an individual, case-by case basis, taking s look at the record aa a whole and at the totality of circumstances
2. The Investigation will be conducted as fairly and expeditlously aa possible.
3 In investigating complaints of sexual harassment, confidentiality will be accorded the utmoet reepect for both the complainant and the
respondent.
4. An Individual bringing forth an honeetly perceived complaint of aexual harsssment will not suffer any type of retaliation regerdless of the
outcome of the complaint.
•
& The complaint will be resolved in a manner which is consistent with this policy snd also fair and equitable to all parties concerned.
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CLASS RINGS.INC
THIS WEEK
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University Bookstore
Student Services Building
Hours: Monday - Friday: 8:00 • 5:00
Saturday: 9:00 • 5:00
© 1961 ArtCarved Clwm Kings
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University student government active force in 60s
the late 1960s when the Student Government devoted itself to campus
concerns of the students," Richard
Lenhart, assistant vice provost for
student activities, said.
"During the 60's and then in the
70's, they became very much concerned with social issues of the campus."

by Scott Sleek
News itaff reporter
If somebody ever made a commercial about the role of the student
governing body and student rights at
the University, an appropriate slogan
would be, "You've come a long way,
baby."
In the 1960s students had no visitation rights, strict quiet hours and
faced punishment if they were caught
showing any public affection on campus.
Today students have all those rights
and more, and the student governing
body has been an influential force in
alleviating those former restrictions.
In the past student government
"filled more of a ceremonial function
than anything else," Donald Ragusa,
dean of students, said.

ALLEN BALDWIN, a Bowling
Green attorney and former member
of the student governing body on
campus, said it was a reflection of
what was going on in society in general.
"People were very politicized at
that time, and there was great political interest," Baldwin, who served as
commuter representative for student
government during his undergraduate years in the late 60's, said.
He said there were strict rules and
regulations imposed on students, and
the University was concerned with in
loco parentis issues that asked the
Suestion "What should the role of the
niversity be in taking place of the
parents in student's lives."

"AND IT WAS an outlet for someone who has strong leadership needs
and urges," he said.
Probably the biggest turning point
for student's rights was in the 1960s.
"There was a period of time prior to

Baldwin said at the time persons
over 18 years of age were permitted to
vote, drink alcohol and were eligible
for the draft, so they resented those
rules.
BALDIN SAID while he attended
the University from 1965 to 1969, the
student governing body was called
Student Council, and there were also
University officers, such as student
body president.
Each class had its own slate of
officers, he added.
LENHART SAD) said the 1960s was
a "a wonderful period of time because
it created a great deal of communication between faculty, administrators
and students.
"It indeed was an oDDortunity for a
declaration of students' rights," he
said. "It was a declaration of freedom, of culture and intellectual art
that dealt with the individual more
than groups."
In 1971, a new charter was drawn up
as a result of discontent among students, Ragusa said.

"That was a response to the activism of the 60's," he said.
RAGUSA, who helped author the
charter, said he remembered that
there was a lot of dissatisfaction
voiced over the charter.
The charter set up various University councils, including a Student Affairs Council, there was a University
assembly, consisting of 56 members,
including 23 faculty members, 17 undergraduate students, five graduate
students and 11 administrators.
Ragusa said he was not sure why
the charter failed to gain support, but
gave several ideas.
"It ended up involving a lot of
people in the governance of the institution," he said. "And maybe it was
perceived as so centralized that nothing could be done."
"MAYBE it was an opposing response to what were the needs of the
tune," he said. "But in the end it was
not workable."
He said one problem was that the
charger commission was split up af-

ter the constitution was drawn up and because it affected everyone," he
proposed and it never got back to- said. "We didn't have to convince
anybody it concerned anything," he
gether again.
He added that discussion of the said.
Wolf, a 1978 graduate of the Univerdocument was very formal, "and my
guess is that President Moore sought sity, said during his SGA term oncampus
mailboxes and the escort
the input of a large segment of the
University," and that ne probably service were created, and an asphalt
sidewalk on South College St. was
decided to "let it die."
Lenhart said that since the late 60's constructed.
Wolf said many times students
and early 70's, student government
has directed the concerns of students would write letters to the editor complaining about SGA, and he said he
back to campus concerns. .
would write letters of response to
BOB WOLF, assistant branch man- those persons.
ager of the Northwest Ohio Bank and
He said in his letters he would tell
former president of Student Govern- the persons he was glad they had an
ment Association, said he was proud interest and would ask them to meet
of the few things SGA was able to do with him.
for the University during his term.
He said durine his administration,
HE SAID he also was happy with
House Bill 161, which cut revenues to the administration and the work they
colleges, thus increasing student fees, did with student government. But he
was going through the state legis- said they had to fight some issues.
lature.
"No matter whether we won or lost,
He said SGA started a petition and the issue was defined, and the overall
got 6,000 signatures, which they took situation was improved," he said. He
before the state legislature.
said the administration would not
"I LIKED THE ISSUE the issue «"int the same trouble again.

RE-ELECT JOSEPH CORRAL
He's a Worker
& a Doer"
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EXTRA CHEESE
on any size pizza with on» or

Alvin Perkins, chairman, 201 E. Reed, Bowling Green

SPECIAL TWO PERSON RATE

'

SUNRISE SPECIAL
6a.m. to 11 a.m. Daily
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V

• gas heat
• swimming pool
• party room
• game room
• sauna

utilities included
except lights
laundry facilities
available
|« 214 Napoleon 352-1195
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2 EGGS, 2 SLICES BACON,
HASH BROWNS, HOMESTYLE BISCUIT,
AND COFFEE

•» $1.79
Lucky Steer

DIM THE
FLASHES
ON SATURDAY
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Luckv Steer
more than a steakhouse

$h50 OFF i

CHICKEN DINNER

Rny large pizza
with two or aore Kerns

MAKE PARENTS WEEKEND SPECIAL
By Coming to VICTORIA STATION
FREE DESSERT or APPETIZER
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Just order any dinner entree at Victoria Station
and present this coupon. Then, start your dinner
with a delicious complimentary Nachos or Zucchini
Sticks appetizer. Or, if you prefer, top off your dinner
with a scrumptious Chocolate Mousse
or New York Style Cheesecake.

TFREEPOP"!
ON€ COUPON

352-5166
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j MERRY Avenue Apts.
516 E. Merry
Features:

Date.
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.(COUPON 1)

than 3

yrs. old

$564/sem./4 man —elec.
$752/sem./3 man — elec.

2 for $10.99
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COUPONS GOOD ON SUNDAY.NOVEMBER 1,1981 11am to 9pm
1726E.WOOSTER
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FIELD MANOR

Frazee Avenue Apts.

542-560
Features:

624,656,670 Frazee
Features:

Sinjl. Villon

Eyeglasses
$29?8

Brand new apts
dormer style bedrooms
2 full baths

2 full baths

across from the "Towers"

| LUCKY STEER
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2 bedroom apts.

dish washer

i
i

For VS Office Use Only:

2 bedroom, turn apts.
2 full baths

1726K.WOOSTKR

[INCLUDES SALAD BAR & CHOICE OF POTATO

Limit two complimentary orders per coupon. Must accompany purchase ot at
least two regularly priced dinner entrees from adult dinner menu.
Coupon valid through Dec. 31,1981.
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2 for $7.99

PRIME RIB DINNER

1418 S Reynolds. Maumee
Reservations accepted
893-0706
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Expire. Dec 31.1981
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SHRIMP FESTIVAL thru Nov. 19th and...
Don't forget about our Famous Sunday Brunch!
11-3
ALL YOU CAN EAT!

with the purchase of any Mall pizza
or large sub
H.k For It When Ordering
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j INCLUDES SALAD BAR & CHOICE OF POTATO!
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Self-defense tools
Jeff Diver
News reporter
Editor's note: This is the second
part of a two-part series on sexual
assault
She walks down the dark street
alone. Suddenly, a tall figure jumps
from the shadows and forces himself
on the unsuspecting coed.
Luckily, she uses her canister of
Mace, which temporarily blinds her
tormentor and gives her time to flee.
If the coed is in Toledo, she would be
guilty of a crime. But in Bowling
Green it is legal to carry Mace, or
other brands of commercial tear gas
in an aerosol canister, for self-defense
Surposes, Bowling Green Police Chief
alen Ash said.
"IT IS ILLEGAL if you spray someone with it unjustly; it is a criminal
assault," Ash said.
Ash recommended that if a woman
carries the tear gas, she should have
it readily available.
"If you have it and you're walking
from a store to your car, have it
available in your hand and ready to
use," he said.

one is going to carry it, it should be . At least two stores in Bowling scratch him, kick him and then run,"
used with due care. You could be Green sell tear gas canisters. Dor- the police chief said.
Ash said that what device a woman
sey's Drugs, 111 Railroad St., has sold
getting into an assault charge."
"Your first defense is really noise. more than 80 this year, compared to uses for self-defense "will boil down
individual discretion when the time
If you're going to use Mace, scream more than 36 last year, Manager to
comes."
while you re getting it and using it," Terry Brown said.
THE PARALYZER tear gas, which
Bess said.
a woman is attacked, "she can
Commercial tear gas is sold under Dorsey's sells in a regular canister or useIf as
force as necessary to
many brand names, such as Mace, a canister on a key chain, is about J6 prevent much
the attack. But she can't go
Paralyzer or Fight Back. But they for 22 grams. Brown said a majority overboard,"
Ash cautioned.
essentially contain the same class of of the sales have gone to women
chemicals - lacrimators - that irritate between the ages of 18 and 26.
the mucous membranes, according to
He said he has discontinued the
Dr. Thomas Vickrey, assistant pro- regular canister model. "It's not
fessor of chemistry.
going to do you any good lying in the
Bottom of your purse," Brown said,
SOME LACRIMATORS can cause referring to the probability that the
permanent damage and even death, key ring model would be kept more at
"I think always to a degree,
Vickrey said. "They're very strong hand.
there's going to be a feeling among
irritants.
students how relevant student govK Mart, 1111S. Main St., sells Fight
"There are many lacrimators that Back tear gas 22-gram regular canisernment is in their day to day lives
exist, but only a few are cheap enough ters for about $5.
on
campus," Baldwin said.
to market," he said. "Most lacrimaBut tear gas is only one device to
"On the other hand, if these
tors are very corrosive to metal so use for self-defense in the event of an
issues are really impacting on stu"INAPPROPRIATE USE could be they cannot be stored in metal canis- attempted sexual assault; others indents lives, I think students will see
an assault-type offense or a threaten- ters."
clude car keys, hairspray or a beer
the relevancy," he said.
ing use would be a menancing type of
Vickrey said that many of the com- can opener, Ash said.
mercial tear gas brands contain difoffense," Bess said.
HE SAID if student government
"We don't encourage or discourage, ferent compounds, "but they all work
is dealing with these kind of issues,
"WE (THE POLICE) have heard
necessarily, the use of tear gas as a the same,' causing the eyes to water
there will be no feeing of alienation
of a lot of success with car keys; you
self-defense device," he said. "If any- and the nose to become stuffed.

"I have no objection to it. My concern is that they (women) have a
false sense of security with it," Ash
said.
HE SAID that the victim may not
follow the manufacturer's instructions, the attacker may use the tear
gas on the victim, some brands may
take a minute or more to take effect
and some people, such as the mentally disturbed or intoxicated, seemingly are not affected by the tear gas.
Ash said trie city has never had a
problem with misuse of the commercial tear gas.
"I don t have any objection (to
using tear gas) unless we nave a rash
of abuse or problems. But it's never
been a problem here (in Bowling
Green), he said.
William Bess, director of Campus
Safety and Security, said the canned
tear gas should be used with care.
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"If she has the attacker down, she
can't continually beat him in the face
with a high-heeled shoe," he said.
"If you feel you are in danger of
losing your life, you can defend yourself. But the law generally does not
allow you to use greater force than
was applied to you," Betty Montgomery, Wood County prosecutor, said.

Student government.?™^

Kinc

of hostility among students.
"That's a case where student
leaders can really have an input,"
he said.
If the student body votes to accept the constitution during elections next week, the constitution
will go before the Board of Trustees for approval. A new form of
student government is to be set up
by the dean of students if the Board
of Trustees refuses to accept the
constitution.
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Elsewhere
Polish strike wave spreading to Universities, port

WARSAW, Poland (AP) - Poland's
strike wave spread to a major port
and the universities yesterday, swelling the ranks of protesters to about
400,000 across the nation. Meanwhile,
the military council of the Soviet-led
Warsaw Pact began meeting in Hungary.
Solidarity union officials said 40,000
construction workers struck 68 factories for two hours in the Baltic port of
Szczecin, on the East German border,
and threatened a wider strike to get
more building supplies.
In Budapest, the Warsaw Pact's
military council opened a "regular
session ' attended by defense ministers or their assistants from the

The Radom students protested what
seven East Bloc member nations, the
they called "irregularities" in the
Hungarian news agency MTI said.
election of Prof. Michal Hebda as
IT WAS NOT KWOWN if Poland's rector, saying the school should be
premier, party chief and defense min- run by an elected, collective leadister, Gen. Woiciech Jaruzelski, was ership.
Protests also erupted in Skarzysko
attending or wrkt was on the agenda,
but it was presumed Poland's unrest Kamienna, near southeastern Kielce
after the local Solidarity office was
would be a major topic.
Students and professors at Radom's smashed up. Workers there declared
higher engineering school occupied they were ready to strike, claiming
classrooms demanding dismissal of the incident was an attack on the
the rector. They got support from union.
students at Warsaw University who
ALTHOUGH some progress was
staged a four-hour protest. They also
received pledges of support from reported in settling long-standing
strikes
in Zyrardow, 20 miles west of
other colleges and universities across
Warsaw, and far-western Zielona
Poland.

Index plunge predicts recession
WASHINGTON (AP) - An "especially steep plunge" in a key government index foretells a national
economy already in a mild recession
sinking even deeper in the next few
months, a top Commerce Department
official said yesterday.
"The only real question is how far it
is going to drop,''said Assistant Secretary Robert Dederick.
But Dederick and other analysts
inside and outside the government
say they don't foresee a downturn as
sharp as last year's recession.

Dederick said the new decline "an
especially steep plunge" in the index,
which is designed to forecast future
trends of the economy.
"The report strongly suggests that
industrial production will be sliding
into the autumn and that real gross
national product will be down for the
third successive quarter. Any upturn
is unlikely before early 1982.
"The iffy question, he said, "is
whether it is going to turn around in
the first quarter or the second" of
next year.

THE LABOR DEPARTMENT reTHE COMMERCE DEPARTMENT said yesterday that the gov- ported yesterday that over-all busiernment's Index of Leading ness productivity fell at an annual
Indicators fell 2.7 percent in Septem- rate of 1.9 percent in the third quarber, the biggest drop since April 1980. ter, the biggest decline since the first
Since April 1981, the index has fallen quarter of 1978.
And, Federal Reserve Board Chair5.5 percent.

man Paul Volcker told senators on
Capitol Hill that it is "quite possible"
the economy was in a recession. But
he declined to make any flat declaration, saying a recession is "something
you pronounce after the event when
you can see what's happening."
A poor fourth quarter this year
would enhance the administration's
ability to achieve a projected growth
of 5.2 percent in 1982 as measured
from fourth quarter to fourth quarter.
President Reagan and his top economic advisers have already declared the recession has arrived. But
Dederick's comments were in line
with Volcker's when the Commerce
official said that "when we say we are
in a recession, we are in effect making a forecast" that current downward trends will continue for the next
few months.
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Gora, the government was adamant
in refusing to grant strike pay, stalling any kind of immediate settlement.
Some 12,000 workers remained off
the job in Zyrardow, 150,000 in Zielona
Gora, and 120,000 in southern Tarnobrzeg. Transport workers joined
the Zyrardow protest, while power
station and construction workers
joined the striking workers in Tarnobrzeg.

Jaruzelski condemned Solidarity's
one-hour nationwide walkout Wednesday, and the Communist Party newspaper Trybutalling any kind of
immediate settlement.

Some 12,000 workers remained off
the job in Zyrardow, 150,000 in Zielona
Gora, and 120,000 in southern Tarnobrzeg. Transport workers joined
the Zyrardow protest, while power
station and construction workers
joined the striking workers in Tarnobrzeg.

Jaruzelski condemned Solidarity's
one-hour nationwide walkout Wednesday, and the Communist Party newspaper Try buna Ludu said, "It was to
be a strike showing the union's unity.
But it became a strike of social division, fanning up nervous moods,
upholding social unrest. For what
purpose.'

Siege kills Guatemalans
GUATEMALA CITY (AP) - Leftist guerrillas attacked
a provincial capital with automatic weapons, grenades
and dynamite. Killing the governor, deputy police chief
and at least eight other people in two hours of fighting
around government buildings, a national police spokesman said yesterday.
The spokesman, who asked anonymity for security
reasons, said there may be more dead and wounded in
Solola, capital of Solola province, 87 miles west of the
Guatemalan capital. But he said information was hard
to obtain because the guerrillas cut telephone lines
before fleeing Wednesday evening.
The police spokesman identified the attackers as
members of the Guerrilla Army of the Poor, one of four
leftist terrorist groups trying to overthrow the militarybacked rightist regime of Gen. Fernando Romeo Lucas
Garcia.
Solola has a population of 25,000.
M
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Shuttle readies for flight
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - Columbia's launchpad was cleared yesterday of all but essential workers
as technicians installed explosive devices before starting the five-day countdown for the space shuttle's
second flight.
Today's launchpad schedule calls primarily for closeout work in preparation for starting the countdown. The
main goal of the flight is to prove that Columbia, which
made a highly successful flight debut last April, can fly
again.
The countdown is to start at 1 a.m. (EST) Saturday,
aiming for a 7:30 a.m. Wednesday liftoff of the first
spaceship ever ticketed for a return trip to orbit.
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The police spokesman said one group of attackers
threw hand-grenades at the provincial palace, killing
the provincial governor, Col. Eduardo Rodas Amezquita. in his office.
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Most Western analysts were surprised that Wednesday's Central
Committee meeting ended without
major changes in the ruling Politburo
or Jaruzelski's relinquishing his premiership.
But he chose to retain his posts at
the head of for a ban on strikes. But a
leading legislator who requested anonymity said the outcome of the session was still unclear.
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Poland's Parliament was to meet
today to discuss a resolution calling
for a ban on strikes. But a leading
legislator who requested anonymity
said the outcome of the session was
still unclear.
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Sports
Mason returns to BG as Michigan State mentor
by Tracy Collins
News staff reporter

"I've been waiting to play him for three years," MacLellan said. "I want to
beat him pretty bad."
"I'm really looking forward to playing against him," Guertin said. "The
When Michigan State invades the Ice Arena tonight, it will mark the seniors are really up for it. We want to beat him. We're going to go out and do
homecoming of the most successful hockey coach in Bowling Green history. it."
Ron Masi n, who in his six-year stint with the Falcons led them to two NCAA
tournament bids and a 123-57-4 record, brings his Spartans to BG for the first
"I have a lot of respect for Ron, but I also have a lot of respect for this team,
time since he left here in 1979.
so I want to go out against Michigan State and win big." McPhee said. "Ron is
There are still three seniors on BG's roster who played under Mason: Chris the type of guy who has gone through the week saying he wants to squeak out a
Guertin, and co-captains Brian MacLellan and George McPhee, and all three victory at Bowling Green, while he tells his players to go out ana win big. I
said they are looking forward to facing their former mentor.
want to go out this weekend and really beat Michigan State."

Michigan State is in its first year in the Central Collegiate Hockey Association, delecting from the Western Collegiate Hockey Association after last
season's 7-20-lleague mark and 12-22-2 overall record. The fact that it is BG's
league opener is the main thing Falcon coach Jerry York wants his team to
concentrate on.
"The game is our league opener, and league incentive is a great thing for
us," York said. "We haven't used any other type of motivation on our players."
York pointed out that a homecoming is nothing new for Mason, who went
back to face Lake Superior College went he left there to take the job here at BG
in 1972. Mason lost three of four games against Lake Superior in his initial
season with the Falcons, a record York hopes will repeat itself.
York faced the same situation last season when BG traveled to Clarkson,
where York had spent seven seasons prior to coming to the Falcons, with a
record of 125-87-3. BG dropped the game to Clarkson in overtime, 6-5.
"DURING THE WEEK, Ron will be thinking of all the ties he had here at
Bowling Green," York said, "but once 7:30 rolls around, he is just going to be
thinking about winning.
"Many people have billed this as Ron Mason versus Jerry York. I don't have
that feeling at all. We're extremely interested in winning hockey games,
especially after coming off an 0-4 start."
BG is coming off two losses to defending NCAA champion Wisconsin, while
the Spartans won two close games over Lake Superior last weekend, 5-4 and a
3-2 win in overtime.
Guertin, MacLellan and McPhee are the only players on BG's roster who had
to make the adjustment from playing Mason's hard-hitting, wide open brand of
hockey, to York's puckhandling, controlled attack style of play.
"The change wasn't too great for me," Guertin said. "Most coaches in
college will coach the same way, and that is a fast-moving type of game, with
both teams going up and down the ice. That is the style of game I Tike."
The changeover was much more difficult for MacLellan, whose powerful
checks fit perfectly into Mason's gameplan. Skating on the same line as Paul
Titanic and Bill Newton, MacLellan was a scoring phenom as a freshman.
Playing right wing, he had 34 goals and 29 assists in his 44 games.
THE FOLLOWING SEASON, Macallan's scoring dropped off drastically as
he learned York's style. He finished the season with eight goals and 15 assists,
with three of those eight goals coming in one game, a fine outing against
Western Michigan, in which he showed the BG crowd his freshman form.
"My sophomore year was the hardest for me to adjust." MacLellan said. "I
had to work on my turning in mid-ice and my puckhandling."
Guertin's scoring, on the otherhand, increased from six goals to 13 in his first
season under York's system.
Last season, MacLellan was switched to defense to bolster BG's size and
depth in that area, and he has played there since.
None of the players say they resent the departure of Mason from BG.
"I fully respect his decision," MacLellan said. "I was disappointed that he
left, but I would have done the same thing if I was in bis shoes."
"He had a great opportunity," Guertin said. "He got to go to a big school with
a beautiful facility. You can't blame the guy."
MacLellan said there was a difference in personalities to adjust to when
Mason left.
"Jerry is more of an outgoing type than Ron was," he said. "He is more
open, where Ron and I never really talked much. Jerry is much more
personable than Mason."

staff photo by Al Fuchs
BG's George McPhee (9) is one of three Falcon seniors recruited by former BG coach Ron Mason. The Falcons host Mason's
Michigan State Spartans tonight, and travel to East Lansing tomorrow in a weekend home-and-away series against MSU.

FALCON NOTES... McPhee will have to sit out the first game of the homeand-home series due to a game misconduct penalty he received in the opening
moments of Saturday's game against Wisconsin...McPhee will be in action
when the two teams meet tomorrow night in East Lansing...Perry Braun will
miss the series, and will be out of action until at least the November 27 and 28
series against Vermont, York said. Braun suffered a serious knee injury in the
first game of the Wisconsin series...Mike David will start in goal tonight, but
York said he was undecided as to who will start tomorrow night.

Defensive Line:
Stabilizing force in unpredictable BG season
by Joe Menzer
assistant sports editor
Two weeks ago, as the clock wound
down in Bowling Green's 7-7 football
tie with Miami, BG's defensive unit
jogged wearily off the field.
A mere few seconds later, the game
was over and both teams dejectedly
walked off the field.
The game typlified BG's first five
games of this season. The defense,
and particularly the defensive line,
had done another outstanding job. Yet
the performance was overshadowed,
swallowed up by another poor offensive showing and disguised by the
number of total yards the Redskins
had compiled.
Such is the life of a defensive unit,
whose only job is to contain the opponent's offense and give their own
offense the opportunity to win the
game. Until recently, however, BG's
defensive unit was spending more
time on the field than Elizabeth Taylor does switching husbands.
"We realized we were on the field a
lot, but there was a time when it was
the opposite," starting defensive end
Pat Kennedy said. "We don't really
get frustrated because we knew before most of those games that we
would be counted on neavily. Coach
(Denny) Stolz even came in and told
us before Western (Michigan) and
Miami that we would have to rely on
the defense to keep us in the game."
"HELL, THERE WAS a time when
they would score 38 and we would give
up 40,"noae tackle Craig Valentine
added. "You have to realize, the offense had a lot more things to overcome."
Inexperience and numerous injuries early in the schedule have
plagued BG's offense, but it finally
sprung to life in a big way when the
Falcons routed Toledo, 3M, last
weekend. As BG prepares for tomorrow's game with invading Kent State,
Stolz and his players hope that the
explosive showing against UT was not
a fluke.
Even though the shutout of the
Rockets was the first since 1975 for a

BG defense, this year's defensive unit
has already proved that their defensive effort was no fluke.
Despite giving up quite a bit of
yardage at times this season, BG's
defense has been tough to score on.
Throw out a 38-0 defeat by Baylor in
the season opener, and the Falcons
have allowed iust 10.1 points per
game. Even with the 38-0 lambasting
Figured in, the Falcons rank third in
the Mid-American Conference in scoring defense.
Stolz has called his defensive line
the steadiest unit on the team all
season. And now that some of the
other facets of the game are starting
to fall into place for BG, he still
considers them the glue that holds his
team together.
"IT'S KIND OF hard, right now, to
find fault with them. They're dominating. I iust don't expect people to
run up and down the field on us,' Stolz
said. "The defensive line has played
well for a month; when you pass the
test of time, and they have for five or
sixgames, you're pretty good."
The Falcons are not very bij> up
front on defense, at least by Division I
football standards. Valentine, at 64,
208 pounds, is one of the smallest nose
tackles in the MAC. He is surrounded
by a host of teammates that are often
dwarfed by the opposing offensive
lines.
"Our defense moves a lot, we're
more of an attacking defense," Valentine said. "It's a lot easier for me to
set around someone, than going
through them. The bigger they are,
the slower they are, usually.
Against Kent State, the Falcon line
will be outsized again. Defensive
tackle Andre Young's opposite number tomorrow against KSU outweighs
him by nearly 100 pounds.
Although Young is listed in the
Falcon media guide at 6-2,216 pounds,
he probably weighs closer to 200, or
maybe even 190. Ray Wagner, listed
at 6-4, 286, starts at offensive tackle
for the Golden Flashes.
"THAT DOESNT REALLY concern me, because of the advantage I
have with my quickness," Young
said. "He does have nice size, but I'll

try to use my quickness to get by
him."
One problem the Falcons must
guard against tomorrow is a psychological letdown after the big win over
"We've stressed that all week,
we've got to come back working real
hard," Young said. "The upperclassmen have all played Kent before and
know that Kent comes to play. No
matter what their record is, they
always give Bowling Green a hard

time. It will be no cakewalk. We'll
have to come out playing."
The Falcons go into the contest
riding a two-game winning streak,
while KSU is coming off a 24-3 loss to
Central Michigan. BG is 2-2-1 in the
MAC and 2-4-1 overall. The Flashes
are 2-3 and 3-4.
Even though BG no longer controls
its own destiny in the MAC, Stolz and
his players still consider themselves
in the chase for the title and the

California Bowl berth that goes with
it.
"Everyone wants to go to California
and until there is absolutely no possible way that we can go, we will go on
believing that we can," Kennedy said.
"There's a lot of season left."
BG remains on the bottom of many
conference statistics, but the Falcons
rank in the top ten in the nation in
turnover ratio, a credit to both the
offense and the defense.
"Our defense trys to utilize quick-

ness and smartness to beat a block.
It's good for a big play," Valentine
said. "It's the kind of defense that, at
any time, can provoke a turnover...maybe by hurrying the quarterback to get the ball off or by having
a man somewhere where he isn't
expected to be."
Now the offense and the defense
play as a team," Young added.
When we go out on the field, we tell
them to stay ready, because we're
coming back off in three plays."

BG's Doug Carr (58), Cralg Valentine (91) and Larry Stratton (42) eye a loose ball during the Falcone' game
against Michigan State. The Falcon defensive line hat been ■ bright spot In a sometimes not so bright a

staff photo by Dale Omort
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Falcons open weekend tourney
against Wisconsin-Green Bay
by Tracy Collins
News staff reporter
For the third time in as many
weeks, Bowling Green's soccer team
will face a nationally ranked team
today in the Wheaton Invitational
Tournament, in Wheaton, 111.
The Falcons will take on the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay, the 19thranked team in the nation with an 111-2 record. BG enters the tournament
with a record of 10-3-1, with two of its
three losses coming to nationally
ranked teams.
In the other tournament match-up,
the University of Indiana-Evansville,
with a record of 4-9, takes on defending NCAA Division III champion
Wheaton, with a record of 11-5-1. The
finals of the tournament and the consolation finals are tomorrow.
"It speaks well for our team that
the only games we have lost are to
schools with twice the grants that we
have," BG coach Gary Palmisano
said."It really shows that we are
closing the gap, talent-wise."
THE FALCONS ARE in third place
in the Ohio rankings, behind Akron
and Cleveland State, respectively, but
Palmisano points out that their reputation would be greater if the team
competed in an organized Mid-American Conference. So far, no such
league has been organized, but if
there was an MAC, the Falcons would
be the champions, at least this season.
BG has a 5-0 record against MAC
schools this year, and has outscored

stall photo by Dale Omori
BG's soccer team, in action against Indiana earlier this season, travels to Wheaton, III., today to
compete in the Wheaton Invitational Tournament.

Falcon stickers host weekend tourney
What this weekend tournament
means is mainly "prestige" and a
chance to improve our record,
according to BG coach Pat Brett.
"A good performance could also
mean a bid for the NCAA TournaParticipating in the tourney along ment, depending on our record and
with the Falcons will be Eastern and the strength of our previous oppoWestern Michigan, Toledo, and Michi- nents. The chances are slim, but
gan State.
possible, to be chosen among the top

The field west of Doyt Perry Field is
the sight of the first Bowling Green
Invitational field hockey tournament,
hosted by BG's field hockey team this
weekend.

six of the 23 Division I schools in field
hockey," Brett said. "The teams we
face this weekend are all division one
schools, which helps those chances.
BG begins play at 1 p.m. today
against Michigan State, continues tomorrow with an 11 a.m. match against
Eastern Michigan, and concludes
with a 3. p.m battle against Western
Michigan.

its opponents 21-0. The Falcons have
knocked off Toledo (11-0), Central
Michigan (4-0), Miami (1-0), Eastern
Michigan (3-0) and Ball State (34). In
the team's 16-year history, BG has
racked up a total record of 47-18-12
against MAC opponents.
Having a MAC has its obvious advantages, but it has disadvantages as
well, Palmisano said.
"Having a Mid-American Conference would be great in that we could
probably win it, and showing a prospective player that you are a league
champion helps recruiting," Palmisano said.'
"Having the conference can also
work the other way for you. If we
were to have a MAC, it would take up
more of our scheduling dates, and we
wouldn't be able to schedule teams
the caliber of an Indiana, an Akron, a
Cleveland State, an Evansville, or
even an Ohio Wesley an. Playing
teams like that helps your chances of
an NCAA tournament bid. and it also
is necessary in order to get a national
ranking."
"THERE IS NOT the high level of
interest (in soccer at other MAC
schools) that there is in Bowling
Green," BG athletic director Jim
Lessig said. "With the high cost of
athletics these days, they are more
apt to look for sports to drop rather
than those to add."
At one time, all MAC schools had
soccer at the intercollegiate level, but
Kent State. Ohio University and
Northern Illinois have dropped the
sport to the club level.

Browns face Bills in key AFC game
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - The Cleveland
Browns' 4-4 record is not what Coach
Sam Rutigliano wanted or expected
midway through the 1981 National
Football League season, but he's not
complaining.
"To be one game behind at the intermission with the ability to control
our own destiny is good. I thought we
would be 6-2 or 5-3 at this point, but
we're not," he said.
"Every Sunday we're seeing more
and more so-called surprises in the
league and it will continue to happen.
I imagine that each division will come

down to the final weekend for a champion to be determined."
Two weeks ago, when Cleveland
was 2-4 and on the brink of possible
extinction before the season was half
over, the third-year Browns coach
said a 9-7 could win the American
Football Conference Central Division.
He hasn't backed away from that
claim.
WHEN THE PITTSBURGH
Steelers beat the Houston Oilers on
Monday night, it separated the division's four teams by one game. The

"I expect us to be there at the end,"
Rutigliano said. "I know the people in
the media are talking about the
toughness of our schedule over the
next six weeks, but I repeat what I've
said since I've been here. We concentrate on the next opponent, period."

"Hand Carved" Key Holders
In California Redwood

(FOR WINTER QUARTER)

ENGLISH
HORSEMANSHIP

BGSUl

PEG 128 or 228
LARGE INDOOR ARENA
HEATED VIEWING ROOM

only $2

AT

JL).J. S

INDIVIDUALIZED.
INSTRUCTION

4"x \W 5/8 " with Lacquer Finish
Carving Inlaid in Black or Orange
Strong Beaded Key Chain
Your Own Personal Engraving
Many Uses:-Car,Room,Garage,Bike.
Locker, House.Gift,
Party Favors,Frat & Soror.
Favor,etc.
Quantity Discount Available

at both locations

ON ANY LARGE 2-ITEM PIZZA

RIVER HOLLOW
FARM
PERRYSBURG

Steelers and Bengals are at the top
with 5-3 marks, while the Oilers and
Browns are at the bottom. 4-4.
Considering each division team
Elays the other at least one more
ime. a less-than-dazzling record
could result.

Our New Original Exclusive Design

REGISTER NOW:

AT

BG had its best chance in eight
years to get an NCAA bid this season,
but consecutive losses to Akron and
Indiana, as well as Tuesday's loss to
Cleveland State, have all but eliminated the Falcons from the running.
"Our chances were really not great
to begin with, because we are competing with schools with much bigger
programs than ours," Palmisano
said. "The NCAA gives three at-large
bids, and we would be competing with
the likes of Wisconsin-Green Bay,
Evansville, Akron, and Cleveland
State; all schools with twice the
grants of Bowling Green, so it would
nave taken incredible luck for us to
get a bid.
"There is still a possibility for us, if
we win the rest of our games and
knock off Wisconsin-Green Bay this
weekend, but it would also take a good
number of other things to happen in
the region (upsets) for us to make it.
"Right now, our destiny is not in our
hands as much as we would like. But
there is still a small light at the end of
the tunnel."
Palmisano added that not getting
an NCAA bid would by no means
make 1981 a bad season.
"We set our team goals before the
season and, if we win the Wheaton
Tournament, we will have accomplished all of them," Palmisano said.
'"This has been a record-setting season for us. We have every reason to be
proud, which we are, regardless of
whether or not we get a bid."
Entering the tournament, the Falcons have tied or bested 10 individual
and team records.

SOUTH
945 S. Main
352-7571

FOQliQi'S
11 A.M.-12 P.M. SUN-THURS
11 A.M.-1 A.M. FRI-SAT

Re-elect

EAST
440 E. Court
352-1596

Send Order To:

D.J. SHOPS.INC.
-I. nn.nlh .
115W.MerrySt.
c/o Dorothy Joyce
Bowling Green, Ohio, 43402 352-9157

Six of the best tasting beers in the world.

CHARLES
BARRELL
Democrat
Council-at-Large
Member of a team which is building a wastewater treatment plant,
political advertisement covering Poe Ditch, constructing 2 relief sewers ( one-- Entefprisepaid for by Barell for Summit-near the campus ), eliminating the jog at Poe and Main, and
Council Committee, and widening East Wooster, all without assessments.
Bertha Younkin, David G
Eisass co-chairs,
722 N. Grove,
Bowling Green, Ohio

Personally he has advocated an enlarged Housing Commission with
2 student members and has sponsored an ombudsman, or citizen
helper or trouble-shooter, for housing and other problems.
"Working harder than ever for you"

ERLANCER
THE EXCEPTION
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UT battles Miami for MAC lead
OXFORD (AP) - Miami Coach Tom
Reed probably will use Toledo as an
example of what can happen to a
contender when it reaches first place
in the Mid-American Conference football race.
A week ago, the Rockets were celebrating a victory over favored Central Michigan that gave them
undisputed possession of the lead. A
314 beating at Bowling Green followed, dropping Toledo to a secondplace tie.
"The coaches have to take part of
the blame because we get paid to get
the players mentally ready ake part
of the blame because we get paid to
get the players mentally ready to
play," Toledo Coach Chuck Stobart
said of the Bowling Green rout.
NOW STOBART IS thrust in the
opposite role, awaiting leading Miami
in the key MAC game tomorrow. The
Redskins are out front with a 4-0-1
league record, while Toledo and Cen-

tral Michigan are right behind at 4-1.
Elsewhere tomorrow in the MAC,
Central Michigan plays at Ohio University (3-2), western » lichigan (3-2)
MAC STANDINGS
WIT
Miami
C. Michigan
Toledo
W. Michigan

4
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
0
0

Ohio U.
Bowling Gr«en
Kant St.
Boll St.
E. Michigan
N. Illinois

0
1
1
2
2
2
3
4
4
5

1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

at Northern Illinois (1-4), Kent State
(2-3) at Bowling Green (2-2-1) and
Eastern Michigan (0-5) at Ball State
(1-4).

After Miami crushed Ohio 40-14 for
the league lead. Reed said. "When
you are the top team, it can be shortlived. You can't afford to lose touch
with reality. You can't lose sight of
what you had to do to get to be the top
team. A lot has to do with your mental
approach to a game."
The Redskins will rely on their
defense, ranked 10th nationally
against the rush, and an attack built
around tailback Greg Jones. The 10th
leading rusher in the nation, with
133.3 yards per game, Jones needs
just 65 yards to move ahead of Rob
Carpenter into second place on the
Miami all-time rushing fist.

MONDAY.NOV. 2

TUESDAY. NOV. 3

THURSDAY. NOV. 5
MINESTHONC SALAD & BREAD
CHICKEN DIJON
MINESTRONE
RUM & PAPAYA
MOLSON (CANADA)
CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA

FRIDAY. NOV. 6
SEAFOD COQUILLE
WHITEFISH
NEW ENGLAND CLAM CHOWDER
BOCCIE BALL
KRAKUS {POLANDI
CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA

HOMEBREW

SIR REAL
WILL APPEAR
THURS. NOV. 5
NO COVER 9:30 p.m.

BEEF TIPS BURGUNDY
FLORENTINE CREPES
CREAM OF MUSHROOM
STINGER
MOOSEHEADICANADAI
CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA

appearing
I 30,

WEDNESDAY NOV. 4

"Jim's got to take some bows for
the way we've been playing,"
veteran Dave Lapham said.
"When Jim first started working
with us, he broke everything down
to high school level and corrected a
lot of our bad habits. I don't think
you'll find a lot of pro line coaches
who spend as much time as he does
on technique."

Before their loss Sunday to the
New Orleans Saints, the Bengals
were ranked second in the
American Conference in scoring.
Quarterback Ken Anderson was
third in passing, due in large
measure to the tune afforded him
by the line.
There has been a reversal from
the dismal 1979 season, when
Bengal quarterbacks were sacked
a league-leading 63 times. That
number was cut to 37 last season
and should be about the same or
lower this year.

Fairlane Mall Trip
Dearborne Michigan
Sat. Nov. 14th

/

SATURDAY. NOV. 7
SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS
RIBEYE STEAK
SOUR CREAM POTATO
TRANSFUSION
HEINEKEN (HOLLANDI
CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA

Deadline for
Sign ups for Thurs. Nov. 12
MUUUJJ

FRI. NOV. 6 & SAT. NOV. 7
SI.00 COVER 9:30 p.m. • 1:30 am

STEAK AND ALE
CELEBRATES A GERMAN TRADITION

OKTOBERFEAST
TEES:

CALL

i

We're including a frosty beer
Sflffl
on tap with our New York Strip
OUU
at dinner and with any
■•teak at lunch.
2009 S. REYNOLDS
ACROSS FROM SOUTHWYCK

SPONSORED BY THE COMMUTER OFF-CAMPUS ORGANIZATION

0 op

.v..- nwtdoc ■■■'■
,CW B JC?9fc,.

Student Personnel
Association
Meeting
8:00 pm Tues. Nov 3 '81
Assembly Room, McFall Center
Dr. Cranny Will Speak on E.E.O.C.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
FRI. & SAT. NITE
FANS NEEDED
8:30-1100

STEAK

THE ESCORT SERVICE AT: 372-0360
OR COME TO THE C.O.C.O. OFFICE IN
THE BASEMENT OF MOSELEY HALL.

When it comes to getting
a jot> in professional photography, creativity isn't enough
You also need strong technical ana practical skills
That's why. at the Ohio
institute ot Photography all
our instructors a'e professional photogtaphefs so
you'll graduate thinking tike
a professional

leaving at 10 am
returning 8 pm
$7.00 fee

STUDENT
BODY
CONSTITUTION

HAPPY HOURS
4 - 6 pm DAILY

RESTAURANT

381-8791

FOR
CARD SECTION
If Interested in Becoming
Part of the Falcon Card Section,
Meet Behind Kohl Hall This Saturday at Noon.

"KENT STATE WILL
FEEL THE HEAT"

ENTER ANOTHER DIMENSION
HALLOWEEN NIGHT AT..

HOCKEY!
FRIDAY OCT.30 7:30p.m.
VS. MICHIGAN STATE

DRESS UP . . . SCARE
THE COVER CHARGE AWAY!
WE WILL BE LOOKING FOR
TH
THE BEST DRESSED, MOST
ORIGINAL, AND BEST GROUP
COSTUMES IN TOWN!

DON'T BE LEFT OUT IN THE 1
COLD
. . . MAKE PLANS NOW
JF CO
TO ATTEND.

Professional
photography
is more than
an art.

Want to get
away and do
some shopping?

LASAGNA
BEEF STEW
BROCCOLI BISQUE
APRICOT SOUR
DIEKIRCH (LUXEMBOURG!
CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA

BUT
THE COMMUTER CENTER CAN
OFFER YOU A MORE
SECURE DEAL

r

Given Cincinnati's problem scoring points last year en route to a
6-10 finish, McNally concentrated
on pass protection from the start of
training camp.
"THEY LKE TO run the football and I like to run, but we all
realize we've got to throw the football," McNally said. "At the begin; of the year, I said we were a
' good run blocking team. But
[ our pass protection has really improved lately."
Of course, McNally has some
help. Gregg, who lea the fabled
Green Bay Packer sweeps to Super
Bowl victories and the Hall of
Fame, takes a special interest in
his blockers. Gregg has been
known to adopt a three-point stance
and take on a tackling dummy to
demonstrate technique in practice.
The Bengals play AFC Central
Division rival Houston Sunday in
Riverfront Stadium.

MCNALLY WAS A talented
guard at the University of Buffalo,
but his 5-foot-9 height discouraged
pro scouts. He spent 10 years as a
college assistant at Buffalo, Marshall, Boston College and Wake
Forrest before Gregg brought him
aboard the Bengals staff.

STUDENT
BODY WEEK
1981

FORD
CAN OFFER YOU AN ESCORT...

s

CINCINNATI (AP) - An assistant coach who never played a
down of professional football is getting credit for helping the Cincinnati Bengals develop a solid offensive line.
Offensive line Coach Jim McNally was too small to play in the pros,
but head coach Forrest Gregg tabbed him to mold the Bengals'
young line into a cohesive unit last
year. The Bengals' 5-3 start this
season indicates that he is starting
to succeed.

Toledo's star, quarterback Jim
Kelso, is coming oft his poorest performance since the opening game.
The sophomore managed just 30 total
yards and threw two interceptions
against Bowling Green.

FEATURES SOMETHING
DIFFERENT EVERY DAY.
STATES! aWOOSlfH • 353«735
HOT ROAST BEEF & GRAVY
RAVIOLI
SPLIT PEA
GIN & TONIC
AASS BOK (NORWAYI
CHIANTI CLASSICO RISERVA

McNally builds Bengal offensive line

I 1/* **
ro

*>

IA Pl«*
,»,„,* Together

DO YOU HAVE THE "BEST"
COSTUME AROUND ?~~
FIND OUT

HALLOWEEN NIGHT
AT RENEES !!

«*t

&COLOR
FOR IMF
LOOKSTHAT
STUDENTS SAVE 10 per cent on any hairstykng
service For example, haircuts lust $7 20
shampoo $1 80 blow-dry styling only $3.60
Open weekdays 10-9. Saturday 9-7, and
Sundav 12 5
Appointments never needed, bul recommended
for perms & coloring

«

&2£S2_

•»

Command IVrformance
HAKSTYLmCFOrtMiMAW WDMsT
1072 N. M.in StIM)

IS24S1I

(MMMn StoM LHuor Slot* * N«>X(roMi
'961 '"V l'iie*«*liO*ji Seven CoroorMen

m
FORMER BGSU COACH RON MASON RETURNS
TO FALCON COUNTRY AS COACH OF THE
MSU SPARTANS. BE ON HAND AS THE
FALCONS OPEN CCHA ACTION AGAINST ONE
OF THE NEW LEAGUE TEAMS

12 Tte BG Nm October 3i. INI

YOU'VE STILL GOT TIME TO...

WCK TIP CASH!

6-BlKmCKT/P
COULD YOUR CAMPUS GROUP USE A QUICK $500-$1,000?
YOU'VE GOT THE TIME.. .WE'VE GOT THE PLAN!
Miller Brewing Company and our local distributor are
conducting an exciting six week contest on your campus.
Your organization could qualify for one of the three
Si ,000.00 or three $500.00 cash awards. Winners will

be determined at the conclusion of the contest. So
remember, make your next pick up a Miller High Life,
Lite or Ldwenbrau. Quality pays off in many ways!! Contact your local Miller Campus Rep for more details.

MID-POINT STANDINGS

1. ALPHA DELTA PI
3.DELTA ZETA
2. DELTA TAU DELTA 4.KAPPA DELTA

5.ALPHAPHI
6.PHI KAPPA TAU
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Slinky, sexy costumes
fashion for Halloween
CHICAGO (AP) - What's big in
Halloween costumes this year?
Anything sexy and slinky, say
costume dealers, with popular
holdovers from previous years being samurais and space costumes.
What's out? Arabs and gorillas,
among other things.
The trend this year is "definitely glamour, slinky, feathery, clinging, revealing," Bob Kondor,
owner of Broadway Costumes,
said.
He's sold out of Wonder Woman
costumes, at $33 each, and could
have sold a lot more.
"Traditional Halloween typessuch as witches and devils-still
are popular if they go with the
slinky flow."

Concert
for
one
LlM Bury, • senior music major,
takas advantage of an empty
Bryan Recital Hall In the Moore
Musical Art* Center to practice
playing her violin.

JACK KIRKBY president of
Costumes Unlimited, noted
yesterday that all of his Scarlett
O'Hara outfits have been rented.

"I still have 1890's bathing suits
and Arabs," he said. "Arabs are
not a big item this year. But it's a
desperate time. If the costume
fits, the customer will wear it."
Christine Dreznes, owner of the
Beverly Costume Shop, said,
"Gorillas are not too popular this
year. It's the real flashy things
that are big. Fast movers include
"BUT I STILL have lots of the harem girls and the
Brides of Death, which come com- musketeers-they like the big
plete with dead flowers," he said. hats."

stall photo by OateOmorl

Lambda Chi Alpha
CAMPUS TUCK-IN SERVICE
From Sunday, Nov. 1 until Wednesday, Nov. 4, you can get tucked by a lambda Chi! Surprise your roommate or friends with a
good, old-fashion tuck-in, complete with milk, cookies, a bedtime story, or a good-nite kiss! Call 2-4930 or 2-0196 for your
reservation - nowl Special requests and tuck-ins without appointment will be taken if possible.

VOTE TUESDAY,
NOVEMBER 3, 1981

This Coupon

PRICES:

Worth

Plain tuck-in...50c

ONE FREE
ITEM

A la carte...25Vitem
Bedtime story

Milk
2 homemade cookies
Good-nite kiss
(counts as 2 items)

Also popular are samurais, a
holdover from last year's Shogun
mania, gypsies, genies, nuns, and
futuristic space costumes of all
kinds, he said.

when presented
to tucker
(GOOD ON MON. NOV. 2 ONLY)

Sigma Nu Congratulates
Their New Actives & Pledges
Bowling Green City Council Members
Patrick Ng. Potricia McGinnis. Joyce Kepke, Bruce Bellord Charles Barrell and Joseph Corral

ACTIVES:
Jim Damenti
Dave Del Prince
Brad Graham
Jim Martin
Fred Lenz
Rusty Mosher
George Minogue
Phil Rosher

Terry Dwyer
Steve Mathey
Dale Mauch
Scott Schwind
Mike Belanger
Dirk Van Renesse
Shawn Bishop
Ric Wrist

1981 Bowling Green Democratic

PLATFORM PREAMBLE

PLEDGES:
Steve Cooper
Kris Donker
Tom Dooley
Steve Edwards
Steve Quinn
Lee Pfeiffer

Chris Pryor
Rob Seebach
Randy Shelly
Bret Snyder
Doug Termuhien
Scott Wetta

Halloween Nite
BLAST

All across the United States, many cities
are in crisis. Municipal budgets are being
drastically cut. Public employees are being
laid off. Municipal services are being curtailed. Municipal bond ratings are dropping nationally.
In Bowling Green, this is not the case. The
City of Bowling Green continues to operate efficiently within its means. Municipal services
have been maintained or improved without an
increase in taxes to local residents. The
economic climate of the city remains healthy.
A sense of community and spirit of cooperation has been preserved. The overall quality
of life in our town continues to improve. In a
recent survey, over 80% of Bowling Green

residents expressed "satisfaction with city
government.
Like any other community, Bowling Green
is not without problems, but these issues,
when they arise, are being dealt with in a
systematic, sensible and fiscally responsible
manner.
Our good state of affairs exists in no small
part because the Democratic members of
Council have given unselfishly of their time
and service. Along with Mayor Perkins and
Council President Bruce Bellard, Council
Members Charles Barrel, Joyce Kepke,
Joseph Corral, Patrick Ng and Patricia
McGinnis have proven that "They Have
Earned Our Trust" and our continued support.

Re-Elect These Democratic Officeholders

X

Charles Barrell

X

Joseph Corral

No Cover With Costume
1st, 2nd & 3rd Place

X

At-Large Council

Joyce Kepke
At-Large Council

X

First Ward Council

Bruce Bellard
Third Ward Council

Prizes for Best Costume
$25 for 1st

X

Patrick Ng
Second Ward Council

X

Patricia McGinnis
Fourth Ward Council

They Have Earned Our Trust!
Bowling r>»«n Democratic Commit!**: Suo Kinder and Richard Newlove. co-choirs. I26N Prospect St.. Bowling Green. Ohio
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TENTS DAY SHOW FEATURING VICTOR
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PERRY FIELD IS
THE PLACE TO BE
ON SATURDAY!
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•

waaher, dryer, very quiet. All utH. peM
eacept elec

* greot woyjl life

SAT ! ' 30 1 1:30
SUN 2-4-7:30 1 9:30

HE WANTS

Apt- to aubtoase, 2 tag bdrm. . cable TV.

t F rmie non-smoker to share 1 bdm- apt

AT 7:30 i 9:30 PM

GOVERNMENT EXPERIENCE:

PAID FOR 1< KEPKE FOP, COUNCIL:

J&ML

NOW

SHOWING!

WORK EXPERIENCE:
- Retail Clerk, Secretary

- Member of City Council for four fears; committee
experience: Chair of Finance - no increases in taxes for
BG citizens and no lay-offs; Past Chair of Intergovernmental Relations - appointment of diverse citizenry to
city boards, cooperation between City and BGSU;
Public Lands and Buildings - improved court facilities;
Parks and Recreation Board - year-round programs for
all ages; Public Utilities - sewer improvements city wide;
Parking and Traffic - East Wooster widening; Industrial
Development - new and expanded industries in BG;
Senior Citizen Board - completion of senior citizen
center.
- League of Women Voters - State Board, Local
President, Voters Service, responsible for candidates
meetings and forums on governmental issues.

Enter pna*

CALL COLLECT: Jack McCord or K«fth V*nc«4
(216) 522-4325

^

COMMUNITY SERVICE:
- 1st Presbyterian Church - choir, past Church school
teacher and oflicer of Women's Association
- Former Girl Scout Leader for four years. Troop #613
- Advisory Board for Center for Continued Learning
- Manpower Advisory Board, WSOS

FOR RENT

and fum Cal 353 2763

2F wtr ispr qtr* MlSmo pkieakK N

A lol of hard work is required before you're accepted as an Air Force
nurse You must comDiete nursing scrxxjl and boards and qualify Then
your future as an Air Force officer and nurse begins wifh the presentation
of the insignia of your new rank It's a bright and fulfilling future You'll
work with the Air Force health care team and be responsible *or direct
pBBhint care
II you qualify and wish to compete, you may specialize in a number
Of areas If you want to pursue higher educational goals, the Air Force
offers many opportunities.
Air Force nursing Unlimited opportunity and excellent health care
An Air Force nurse recruiter has details
AIR FORCE NURSING A GREAT WAY Of LIFE

STANDS FOR:

- Junior High Science Teacher
- Continuing Education Director, Owens Technical Col.
- Program Developer, SAGE Coordinator, Center for
Continued Learning, Bowling Green State University
- Presently Director of Evening Credit Program, Bowling
Green State University.

'318-Otr plus etec Cal 362

22B0 aftor 6 p.m

IT MAY BE FOR YOU.

f ROM OUT Of THE SHADOWS
AND ON TO OUR 8IG SCREEN
I WlERD' WILD1 GHASTLV
ITHAPPEM If 16HI HCRl WITH

EDUCATION:
Otterbein College Graduate

27 at

■60 00 Cal

Needs new wheel

THE BEST FANS
IN THE MAC
ARE IN BG!

MIDNIT€ 9H0W

FAMILY:
Husband Allen; son Mark, age 18, at BGSU; daughters
Kathryn and Karen, age 15, sophomores at BGHS.

1 Of 2 F rmtas for watlar and Spnng qtr*

W6!ffl&/r

1
t+iWUftZ!?
PH J5J 0265 "
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OOM TODAY.

DEAR 6UZY "ALPHA XI DELTA" CHAP8-

- Increasing Informed Citizen Participation - Budgeting based on Sound Planning A Well-Balanced Recreation Program for all Ages - Healthy Neighborhoods, Business and Industry -
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OF THE CHERRYWOOO
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WATCH FOR THE OPENING
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HOKT TONt. DATES
Hot (Bwynne
John C Dawn
tarry £ Teresa
JefJ S Cheryl
Sachmo G Lois
Bitt (Sally Sara
Willie (Becky
Rich (Barb
Ping (Laurie
Brian. Snarl
Smltty i Judy
John E Pam
Dirk t Anne
Brad.Dina
Chip t Bina
Jim. Mary Anne
Stan (Sue
Steret Sara
Chris C Joan
sairball G Coldie
==xte=HKi

Man G Sue
Steve G Barb
J.D. CLezlee
Bide V.D.B. C Tracy
Bank t Earen
Hole G Dawn
Curly C Lynette
lay (Dm
Murray S Jenny
Cord (One of Them
leithGSue
Bill G Leila
011er( Jenny
Jon t Lynne
Brian G Lori
filly (Wendy
Tim (Chris
Jo Jo (Eastwood
Wailin' Dare (Dawn
AceGLori

CAMPUS
FILMS
PRESENTS

Mm
Imagine your
worst fear
a reality.

,

Oct. 30 & 31
Fri. & Sat.
7:30-9:30 4 Midnight
210 MSC
$1 with student ID.

